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EFFECT OF INITIAJJ DISLOCATION.DENSITY ON 

THE STRESS STRAIN CURVE AND ON SURFACE 

INDICATION OF SLIP IN COPPER 

;J. w-ashburn and G. Murty 

Inorganic Ivfaterials Research Division, Lawrence RE1diation Lnbc:ratory, 
Department of' Mineral 'l'echnology, College of :E:ngineering 

University o~ California, Berkeley, California 

lN'I'RODUCTION 

The clearly non uniform distribution of slip as revealed by surface 

slip markings is one "of the earliest experimental observations regarding 

the nature of plastic strain in crystalline'materials. 
1 

Yet it is a 

feature of plastic deformation that is still not adequately explained by 

·existing theories of yielding.and strain hardening~ .Surprisingly, there 
\ 

is even a need for inore accurate experimental information on the vray 

in which successive' she~r displacements are distributed during each in-
. . 

cremen~ qf plastic. deformation. The details of slip band groVJth and the 

shape of the stress strain curve' vary w:Lth temperature of deformation, 

dislocation density, stacking fault energy and the ratio of resolved 

2 3" shear stress .on primary compared to ·secondary slip systems. ' Tne 

authors are unaware of any systematic experiments using electron micro

scope replica techniques in which the same surface area has been ob:::erved 

repeatedly after several small increments of strain so as to follmv. the 
\. 

growth of slip bands under a variety of conditions. The most extensive 

previous experiments on the slip band structure in copper are those re

ported by Iv'Jader. 4,5 Active slip bands were studied by electropolishing 

the surface of tensile. specimens after reaching various points on_ the 

stress strain curve. Electron· microscope replicas were then ta}~en after 

additional 5% increments of strai.n. In this v1ay only the last formed 

'. 
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sl.ip markings were observed. He shovred that during stage I _in a speci-

rr.en, loaded so as to produce single slip, tpe individual shear displace-

ments were small· and a very large humber of planes were active during a 

5% strain increment. Most slip mn.rkings were· very long, many extending 

entirely across the specimen. In stage . II, during rapid strain harden).ng, 

the sliear displace~ents became more localized into fev.rer more prominent 

bands. The average displacement per slip band was estii-:Ja.ted to be about 

25 b. Prominent slip bands were found to have been f'u.lly formed -vrithin 

a strain increment smaller than 5% and did not generally grm·r J.ono;er if a 

10% strain increment was given.· The average length of prominent nei·Jly 

formed slip :bands decreased linearly with strain measured from the be-

ginning of rapid harde~ing .(stage II). As the crystal was deformed into 

stage III active slip bands became wider and still fewer in number and 

they w·ere often observed to be linked together by short slip bands on 

the cro,ss slip system. 

In the present set of experiments more extensive observations on 

slip bands in copper have been made by repeatedly observing the same 

area after several small increments of strain and by observing the same 

' 
areas at both electron microscopes and optical magnifications. In adcli-

tion the effect of initial dislocation. density on the three stages of the 

stress strain curve and on _the growth of slip bands was studied. It 't;as 

hoped that the· e~eriments would provide· new· information that 1·1ould be 

helpful in arriving at correct explanations for the:three stages of the 

stress strain curve and contribute to a better. understanding of strain 

hardening. 
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EXPEHL\IENTAL PHOCEDUl<E 

Prenarntion of Test Spcdmenr;: · 

High purity copper (99·999%) was obtained from American S:r.eltinc; 

and Re:f'ining Company. Seeded large single crystals (lx· 4 xl5 em)·· . · 

were gro'm from the melt in vacuum using graphite crucibles. 
' / 

The geo~/.' 

metry of the specimens is. sho,..,n in }'ig. la. The crJr.stal faces ~~ere /· 

parallel to (121) and (iol). The long axis was parallel to [111] with-

in about 3 °. 

·rn order to obtain high initial dislocation densities in some 

specimens, several of these large crystals "'ere pre strained. The first 

. , was subjected to an explosive sl')ocJt~ pulse at a pressure of 10 l{bar. 

This shock load was weak enough so that no tw·ins. were :t:ormed except ncar 
':. 

one end. Shock loading was expected to cause multiplication on all 1.2 

sl:i,p systems. To avoid the possibility of tw·inning, the other large 

crystals were pre'strained by tensile elongation along the (111) multiple 

slip axis. · Polycrystalline OFHC copper blocks (1.:2x 5 :x6.5. 'em) .~~ere ··::· 

.joined on either ·end of the long dimension of the crystal, by electron 

beam welding. ' The polycrystalline blocks acted as grip sections. The 

resolved shear stress that was reched during prestraining varied from 

0. 73 kC/rmn
2 

to 6. 70 lf..G/rmn2 • 

Smaller crystals of easy glide orientation were cut from both 

annealed and.prestrained large crystals at 45° to [111] and [iOl] D.xes 

with an acicl sa"?'.· In the case of the shock loaded crystal specin:<:ns 

were taken from the tw·in free regions. The cut :::mrfaccs of' the c:rysto.l 

samples l'rere polished with ::tn ac:i.d pol:i.sh'in(!; '"heel. 'E'1e diraensions of 

the easy g~_ide· orientation samp::.e:::, after acid smdnc: !;n.:l polishing, 

"'ere about 1.5x8x50 ~~~m. 'J'"ney 'Ytere then electropolished usinc; a 

''i 

.f· 
,.1 

.., 
I/ 

,. 



solution of 25% phosphoric acid, 25% ethyl alcohol and 50% distilled 

i·rater at about l0°C. · 

The geometry of the test specimens is shmm in Fig. lb. 'l11c ( lll) 

plane that was inactive rhxring m~cstraining, 1·ras the primary glide plane 

for the crystals of orientation "B 11
• Inthese crystals, the trace of 

the glide plane on the top (8x 50 mm) surface mts normal to the tensile 

axis and the primary Burgers vector 1~as at 45 ° to the normal of the· top 

, surface. 

The crystals were deformed. in an Instron testing machine at a 

strain rate of 6. 6 X 10-5/ sec. The r;e.uge length was 25 mm. A special 

fixture was used during·mounting and removal from the Instron testinc; 

machine to avoid bending of the crystals. The shear stress - shear 

strain curves were computed using the usual formulae for single glide 

assuming lattice rotation to re·sult from glide on the primary system· 

only. 

Observation of sl.in marldngs: 

During stage I the tensile test was repeatedly interrupted for 

surface observations. One or two percent shear strain increments 1-1ere 

used. The surface contour of the crystals at the end of each strain 

increment was studied using selected ·area optical and electron microscope 

replica techni~ues. In order to show· whether deformation took place 

primarily by the formation of new· slip lines or by the gro;,,th of the 

already existing slip lines, surface observations were repeated at the 

same spot of the crystal without intermediate polishing for several 

consecutive strain increments. IV.acroscopic d:L:::tribution of slip was 

o.lso follm1ed by observing the wnole gauge J.e;1c,;th of the crystals at 

ver;,r low! mac;nification. 
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Similar observations to those made during stage I '\·;ere :nade t~1roug11-

out the linear; hardening region (stage II). The crystals i·rere polished 

at the beginning of .stage II in order to study the slip J.:Lnes tl1at ::J.re 

·formed in stage II i·rithout the background of slip n:arldng.s already 

formed in 'stage I. Shear strain increments of 5-J.O% '\vere used in order 

4 
to compare results with previous vror1~. At three different strains i·ri thin 

stage II "active" slip line observations ~Vere made by polishing and then 

observing the surfaces after 2% and 4% strain increments. 

The annealed crystaJ.s >Vere polished at the t)egi:r . .ning of s"cage III 

of the stress-strain curve and observations 't.'ere made after 2-10% strain 

increments,. 

In order to make a series of observations on the same· area of the 

specimen, it vras necessary not to destroy the surface after eaci1 replica

tion. A two-stage· formvar-carbon replica technique was used. 
6 

T'o.e 

final replica was directly mounted on the supporting ring of the specir:;en 

holder of a Hitachi Electron Microscope vrithout using any grid. Thus 

the specimen carrier was a brass ring (outside diameter 3. 5 rnm) \·::;_-;,-.(: an 

orifice of 0.38 mm diameter at the center. 
4 2 

Large areas (about 10 1J. ) 

on the final replica could be viewed without the obstruction of · .. 

grid bars~ 

rn·order to make successive replicas of the same area of the crystal) 

the follow·ing• procedure was used. A rectangular zm1e of 2. 0 x 2. 5 m:r1 

vras marked on the crystal surface by drawing fine scratches '\·tith the 

diamond indentor of a microhardness tester. The longer dimension of the 

zone 11as perpendicular to the crystal axis. ·~..:o microindentat~onr:: of 

"cf:e :..::ma~.lest possible dimensior;s 1-:ere made in the center of tbe recta:1c;ul~:c 

:'.une. l'he hro microindent8.tio:r;s i·lere 0. 38 mm o.:part. '.G1ey \·lere :.ocatecl 
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or:: CJ.. l::_ne perpenc'iicula.r ~c.o tl;.e CI':},.r.:tal ax~:...s. ~~ese r:1ic::r·cinde11tations 

':·:c:cc 1.J.seci as reference rr:a:r.r:s on ·the final replica. r.G.'1e p:rin:ary replica 

Observations of the repL.cas >:-:eTe made using a I-:::.tachi (I-iTj-llA) ' 

Large areas (J.~ox )Of.L) of the 

?ositions of t~e 

specimen that had been se~~ected on the crystal •·rith the light mic1·oseo:pe 

couJ.c: thus be ide~tified o .. g:?-il1 on tl1e replica.s. 

r:;icrographs of a specific surfa.ce region of a crystal after several 

strain increments could be obtained along .1-ri th the co1·re spondine; o:;_;t:i.cal 

Cor.1parisons among eJ.ectron micrographs of the same area 

\·rith different strain' increments and '\.Jith the optical pictures of the 

src-ne surface region vere possible. 

Repeated optical observations on the same surface region of the 

crystal after seveyal strain increments were made using Zeiss and Leitz 

metallographic microscopes. Optical observations i·rere macie with e i tl1er 

obliq_ue or dark field. illu..~ination. In order to avoid. grip effects at 

each end cf tne crystals) slip line observations 1-rere ali-rays ;na.cl.e on 

the central portion of the gauge J..ength of the spec:u-::ens. 

In some cases shear displacements fc:c individ.ual.slip bancis i·.·ere 

measured. directly using the latex ball method.. 
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RESULTS 

Stress-Strain Curves: 

Stress-strain curvef. i'or typical a.'1nealed and :prestrained crystn.J.s 

are sho-wn in Fig. 2. Al1 "tbe cu:::·ves '\·:ere char2.cte:cized. by t'!:1·ee st~1{~es. 

The initial yield stress of the crystals that were not p:!.·estrained 

1-ras about 150 gm/rrrrn
2

• 

obtained for annE:.s,lecl co;,-.per crystaJ_s of comparable purity. 

e::;::periments, the copper crystals vrere grmm in hard graphite molds from 

seed crystals; they had a rela.tively high d.isJ.ocG.tion density ( -10 7 ). 

For the prestrained specimens the diTection of the tensile axis ·~-.,as 

I 

changed from a multiple slip orients.tion dur:Lng the p1·estrain to an easy 

glide orientation.: Tne initial i"lm-r stress on the new primary slip 
i 

system 11as ahrays l)igher than the highest resolved. shear stress reached. 
I . 

during the prestrain. The ratio of the initial resolved shear stl·ess 

on thet nevr slip system to that reached during pre straining was about 

1.25 - 1.35. The strain hardening rate was always initially small. The 

initial he.rdening rate decreased a."'ld the length of the stage of lm·r 

hardening rate increased 1-rith increasing prestrain. The speci1nen that 
. 2 

was pre strained to 6. 70 k.G/mm in muli tple slip orientation, necked 

and fractured by shear 'lvi thout any general elongation in the easy glide 

orientation. Parameters taken from the stress-strain cu:cves are shmm 

in. Table I. 
i 

In ~ddition to the important effect on the init:~al :i?Ortion of the 

stress-~train curve, the previous strain history strongly affectecT the 

strain hard.ening rate and the extent of the second linear ha:::·clening 

:::tage. The hardening rate decreased and the length inc::.·c:::.seci. >·rith 

i:-~c:ce 2..0 i::-:g pre strain. T:."le stress level 't'I~T at ':·:'hich 
. ..L..~-

~~a~dening 
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Table I. Parameters of the Stress-Strain CUrves 

No prestrain Pre strained ·Pre .strained 
by shock "i:;o 
loading 2 54 1.- riy,er 2 • .. .. \.J ; .... .J. 

(lO koar) 

Stage I (Easy Glide) 

Shear Strain at the End 0.05 0.12 0.17 
of Stage I (EII) 

ei/G 5.0x10-4 2 5 -~-4 • X.LU 4.0Xl0-5 

Stage II: (Linear Hardening) 

Extent of Stage II 0.22 0.36 0.40 

( EIII-EII) ' '. 

K _= Gj9II '.400 890 1730 

Shear Stress at t~ End 
of $tage II (kG/rmn ) 2.4 3.6 4.1 

( -r III) 

. ' 
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rate began to decrease was found to increase from 2. 4 kG/mm
2 

to l.~.l kG/rr~'i'.2 

;.rith increasing prestrain. Three stages were typical of the stress-strain 

curves of all prestrained specimens, even when the inital flm·r stress 

level was higher tha.."l -r III at 1-l'nich stage III begins for the as grmm 

crystal. At very large strains all the stress-strain curves approached 

the same saturation stress level. 

Surface Observations on As-Grown Crystals: 

(Stage I) 

DUJ:ing stage I 'slip distribution was non uniform along the gauge 

length of the crystal. Figure 3 shmrs an appreciable portion of the 

gauge length after three successive strain increments. After 17~ sl1ear 

strain, there were :regions on the crystal surface ;.rith a high density 

of slip markings separated by others where no visible· slip had appeareci. 

Individual slip markings v1ere propagating from one edge of the crystal 

to the:other. With increasing strain, the undeformed regions of the 

crystal became filled w·ith slip markings. By the end of stage I, the 

closely spaced slip_ offsets had a 'lvavy appearance when. vie1~ed at very 

low· magnification (Fig. 3c). 

At higher magnification the surface contour had an entirely 

different appearance. The same area on the crystal surface is shown 

in Figs. 4a,b, and c after 1, 3 and 5% shear strain respectively. On 

this scale shear strain appeared tc: _he distributed more uniformly. 
; 

Individual faint slip lines appeared early in stage I that continued 

' 
to grm·r rith increasing strain becoming more and more prominent. Ne'd' 

faint lines also formed throughout stage I. The lengths o-:c~ individual , 

slip markings could best be estimated at intermedia.~E: rr.ac;nification 

in dark field (Fig. 5 ). The average length 'l·ras about 220f..l. a.."1d did not 
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change -vrith increasing strain increment during this stage. No di::.·ect 

measu:r:ement of tbe step heights of slip marldngs vras possible due to 

tbei:r fine nature. Tyj!icall.y the shear displacement >·ras mc>.ximu.rr. aJc the 

center and decrc::u;ecl. very g:cadu.al1y tov:ard both ends making tne estimo..te 

OI~ length sornei,·.'hat a:rOi trar:y·. 

(Stage II) 

Slip markings formed in sta;e II 1rrere also fine. In general, they 

became shorter and stronger than those formed during stage.I. No 

regions >·rere free from new slip mar·~dngs along the gauge length for a 

1% strain increment, but regions of different slip band density \·:ere 

obse~rved. (Fig. 6). Slip iJ.:tnds often seemed to form co::crei.ated groups; 

one beginJJ.ing nea.r where :.mother ended. Tnese can be clearly seen in 

slip bancis 1·ras less :freq_ue::.1t tfL8~n in stage I. ~~e fine structure is 

shovm in Fig. 7. The same area on the crystal surface is shovm after 

5 and 15% shear strain increments in stage II. Grov:th of some of tbe 

·bands pre sent a:fter 5% strain in stage II during the suo seq_uent lO~b 

increment can be clearly seen. There vras a very great dispersion in 

the contrast of individual slip lines, even tm·ra::.·o,s the end of stage II. 

The shear displacement fo::- the most :prominent ba.."'lds' as estiJnated by "che 

latex balJ:. T.'1e thod w·as about J.OO b. Therefore the nw"'ber of dis~~.oc.::1.tions 

that had emerged at individual bands ranged over at least one orC.e1· of 

Active slip band observations in stage II 'i•re::ce carrieci out at 7, 

lj anci 23% total shear st::.·d.:::. Sl1ear strain incre:mer1ts of 2 and 4;0 

after polishing Here used :;~or this purpose (Fig. 8). Active sli"8 bands 

:forrr.ecl. near the end of star:,e II vrere shorter than those forrr:ed near 
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the: .beginning and their lengths did not change during the additional 

strain increment of 2%. Slip markings on the side surface (parallel 

to the primary .Burger·s vector) were all·rays approximately hro t:L'nes ' 

longer than those on the top surface. 'I"ne average length of active 

slip lines decreased linearJ.y id th increasing strain. 

Surface OOsr;:r'tiat.Lo.n~:; on }~A'-plosivel:'{ Pl--estrained Crystals: 

The initial flow· stress of these crystals w-as about l. 8 kG/rr;m
2

. 

During the first low· hardening stage for these specimens the ci.istribution 

of strain along the gauge length 1·ras much more clearly inhomogeneous 

than was the case for; :as grown specimens. 

One or more Luders bands: propagated in several >·ridely separated 

regions along the gauge length. However, no yield drop at the begin..'1ing 

of plastic flovr or fluctuations in the load during the region of small 

hardening rate were Observed. Figure 9 show·s the Luders band front as 

it pal:1ses through a particular field of vievr. The left end of these 

micrographs corresponds to an edge of the crystal. G1·oups of slip oands 

were always observed to nucleate at this edge and ther: propagate across 

the w·idth of the crystal by formation of nevr bands near the end of the 

previously formed band. This type of slip band propagation continued 

until the whole gauge length of the crystal was uniformly filled. '1'::1e 

end of the region of small hardening rate clearly coincided \·rith the 

filling up of the gauge length w·i th slip bands. 

The slip bands could be resolved into clusters of fine sJ.i;-; on 

the replicas. Figure lOa, b, and. c show electron micrographs of the 

same spot on the crystal su1·face and the corresponding optical mic:ro-

graphs after successive strain increments. !v'iore and more fine slip ,, 

lines ~·rere added at the sides of the bands, but it was not possible to 
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see whether additional s:i.1ear \·ras taking place on already existinG; fine 

lines as the strain increased. Also, it was not possible to cou.'1Jc the 

m:u-nber of fine lines w·ithin each l·ride band. For the most prominent 

shear markings seen on the replicas offsets were measu.red to be of the 

order of 150 Burgers vectors. 'l'he fine structu.re i·ri thin a typice.l 

slip ba::-,.~:. :;.-~.3.r t:!:'le encl o:' the regioc: of snall hardening rate is s~m-m 

in 

stage I except that they were clistributed more evenly along gauge 

length (Fig .. l2 ). Correlatecl groups _of slip bands 11ere a prominent 

:feature of the strain distribution as was the case· for as grown crystals. 

At high magnification the bands seen optically could be resolved as 

clustered fine slip. (Fig. 13 ). Active slip band observations v;ere made 

at 16, 26, and 36% total strain. For 2% strain increments the average 

length of individual bands, as observed in dark. field, decreased linear

ly with increasing strain fTom about 4xlo-3 em to 2Xl0-3 em (Fig. 14). 

Surface Observations on Beavily Pre strained Crystals: 

For these specimens, the resolved shear stress reached du.ring 

2 
prestraining in multiple slip was 2.54 kG/mrn and the shear stress 

. . 2 
at which plastic flow started on the new slip system was 3.25 1\.G/rrrrn • 

In the low· hardening rate region (stage I) the slip distribution 1.;as 

similar to that for more lightly prestrained specimens • J- .. • .. ... 
JUSv QeCrlOCQ 

except that the non-uniform distribution of slip. bands and clustering 

of fine slip became even rr.ore pronou.'1c~7d. 'I'he slip ba.nc:..s -:·rere nar::.'ovrer. 

T'ney again initiated at o.:1e edge of the crystal and pro:p3.[:'1"ced to the 

opposite edge (Fig. 15). In these specL'Tlens alip ba::-lClD '::ere 2_j_ni.::ed. 
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together by prominent cross slip. 

T'ne fine structure of the sharp slip bands could not be i·:ell 

resolved even on the replicas (Fig. 16.). - The iddth of and. the local 

shear strair:. iv'i thin individual bands increased continuously to ~-/2;;. 

~~d 0.7 respectively by the end of the first stage. 

During the linear hardening stage bands again d.evelo:9ed as :i.n 

stage I except that ne'i'r ba;J.cls grarlu"'.' ly became more U..'1ifo::.--:nly distributed 

along the gauge length. Pre-existing bands con'cinued to gr01·r and ne1.;· 

ones \-rere formed. The correlat~t.on between ne'trly forming bands i·;as even 

more marked in this specimen: (Fig. 17). The average length of neivly 

formed or "active" slip bands again decreased linearly 1·ri th strain as 

observed on optical dark field micrographs (Fig. 18 ). Figure 19 

surnmarizes the observations on active slip ba..~d lengths for stage II 
l 

·for specimens of.the three different initial dislocation densities. 



DISCUSSION ·. 

J\7ucleation of Slin: For prestrained specimens) nevr \·laves of slip 

clearly staTted. by fo:rmatior: of a large enough group of prirr"'lry di.slo-

cations near the edges of -c~n~ yect~~gular speciJ-::e11. Tne forrnatio11 of 

this first slip band :pro~oted the growth of otheTs i~ the region of 

stTess concentration around its front. Therefore) once the first slip 

band -vras for:medJ slip propagated right across the s:peciT~;GnJ not as a 

single slip band) but as a correlated group of slip ba:-lds .. This mode 

of deformation 1t:as less obvious in speci~ens tl:G.t had. not beer; :p:::.·e-

• • .. ., • , .. "'r."'• / • • t.,.. J s-cralnea ou-cJ as snovm oy .r::.g. oJ lt s "l.J...L -vras :presenc.. 

st:-cess under these conditions should be the stress at ~<rhich in regions 

of stress concentration primary dislocation loops\ can multiply so as 

to produce a larg~ enough slip band to set off the avalanche of slip. 

Occasionally classical Frank Read sources may provide the necessary 

groupi of primary loops. However; considering the nature of dislocation 

tangles in deformed crystals or even the network of dislocations in 

::,n annealed crystalJ this should rarely be possible. 

Th.e longest dislocation segments that can potentially act as Frcmk 

Read sources should seldom be isolated enough -from other dislocations 

so· that a source can develop according to the classical picture. Ne~·r 

attractive junctions vrith intersecting forest dislocations \·lould usually 

be formed before the first cycle of operation can be corr.:pleted. If 

the original segment was longer than the average net,rorl: lengt:-:,. this 

is almost certain to occur. 

It seems J.i1<eJ.y that the generation of a group of lil:e d~cs::oc:at~.ons 

on 
. , 
~ue glide layersJ which constitutes nucle.::.tion 
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of a slip band, usually involves cooperative motions of ma~y dislocation 

segrr.ents rather than classical source operation. 

\,men' a small stress is ap·?lied to an annealed crystal, the first 

segments to giide should be those sustaining the highest resolved shear 

s~rcss that lie on a {111} plane. 
i.Jb 

If the stress is less than " , 
"' 

\vhere ~ is the average length of dislocation segments in· t:ic three 

dimensional network, ~ is the elastic shear modulus and b is the 

Burgers vector·, then the distance moved \dll generally be small. 

Motion terminates when the bmving dislocation reaches the equilibrium 

' radius of curvature corresponding to the applied stress. If the 

bmving segment is initially .longer than the average, for the net\vork, 
i 

even if it is longer~than the critical Frank Read length ~b, it 

will usually come up against other dislocation segments.that pierce 

its glideplane before it reaches equilibrium curvature. By forr.1ing 

new attractive junctions with some of these intersecting dislocations 

its length will be reduced to something close to the average lengtl1 

for the net\vork. The mechanism of slip band nucleation proposed 

here is based on the idea that bo"ring of a highly mobile segme:~1t 

on the primary glide system Hill sometimes promote cooperative glide 

of several connecting forest segments that \vill in turn allaH the 

bowing segment to continue to expand even though the applied stress 
• b 

is less than f-· 
\.fnen a .dislocation loop . , expanding on tr:l:! primary glide plane, 

i~ ~eld up by strong elastic interactions with intersecting dislocations, 

so~e of the intersecting dislocations rnay be caused ~o move on their 
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own glide· surfaces, allo<ring a further advance of the pr11na:ry disloca-

tion. This should frequently occur at a stress smaller than that 

necessary to cornp~ete the intersection ( 
• .L. 
J.. e. ~.-o cut the j_ntel-cect inG 

dislocation). The direction in which a pinning point due to an inter-

secting dislocation can move, vrithout involving nonconservative motions 

of the dislocations involved, de})ends on the Burgers vector of tr:e 

intersecting dislocation. For the FCC structure, if the Burgers vector 

of the forest dislocation is one of the tr~ee that lie in the primary 

glide plane, then the trace on that plane of all its possible glide 

surfaces is a straight line parallel to the Burgers vector and passing 

through its ~nitial position. If the intersecting dislocation has a 

Burgers vector that does not lie in the primary glide p:.ane, then the 

trace of its glide surface on the primary plane can follm·r any path. 

If" forest dislocations are caused to glide, the distance beb-reen 

pinning points for some segments of the bowing primary dislocation 

increase· as illustrated by Fig. 20. The longest bowing segments may 

grow· slow·ly by this process to the. length IJ.b/r, where -r is the resolved 

shear stress in the primary system. ·In this way the primary dislocation 

can continue to move forward, successive.ly pushing aside the· moDt 

easilydisplaced intersecting dislocations. The moving dislocation loop 

would follow·. a tortuous path partially clearing away the forest of inter-

secting dislocations in the neighborhood of its gJ.ide plane as sho1m in 

,., . 
.. :J.g. 21. 

T.ne stress at vlhich cooperative rearrangements of a netvrorl<: can 

taJ.~e pla.ce should be controlled by the dislocation density and t:·:e ;:~o-

bility segments that do not Jie on (111}. According to this picture, 
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nucleation of a slip band would involve cooperative bowing of a part 

of the net>..rork having dimensions larger than the average length of 

individual segments •. 

Slip bands >v-ould be formed at the critical stress necessary to 

cause some bm..ring segments to start to clear parts of the forest. The 

partially cleared areas that would be ·~~·eated should often turn back on 

themselves as in Fig. 2lb. \-.Therever this happened a dipole \Wuld be 

formed because the sum of the components of the Burgers vector of the 

intersecting dislocations in the encircled part of the forest would 

not generally be zero. The cleared area might occasionally reach the 

back side of the original starting point, as in Fig. '2lc, or turn back 

on itself, as in Fig.:2lb, at a point where a segment of the expanding 
' 

loop has been annihilated by recombination with a forest dislocation of 

antipara:L:lel Burgers vector. lfuen this happens a slip band source 

will have been nucleated. The dislocation loop can then repeatedly 

follow the already cleared path. Each successive trip around the 

circuit would generally be on a glide layer displaced above or belm" 

that of the immediately preceding pas~age for the same reason as 

that pointed out above in connection with dipole formation. The 

pile-ups of dislocations of the primary system that will form against 

the boudaries of the cleared areas would usually consist of dislocations 

of like sign on a set of equally spaced levels. 

As the cleared areas expand, pile. ups of opposite sign ~"ill tend 

to get pushed together to form the dipole braids ·that are o~served in 

t I . . . 1 . 7 s age oy transmlSSlon e ectron mlcroscopy. 



Clustering of Fine Slip: In copper the slip bands that are seen by 

the optical microscope are always the result of small shear displacements 

on a great many glide layers rather than large displacements on a few. 

Generation of one or a few primary dislocation loops on a giv~n glide 

layer, perhaps by the cooperative bo~.;ing mechanism just descirbed, 

seems to promote similar multiplication on other glide layers near 

the first. This tendency for slip bands to rapidly ••:Lden m::-.y be 

explained by considering another effect that primary dislocation 

loops can have on the forest of intersecting dislocations: Tlw. 

expansion of a few loops of primary dislocation on a given glide layer 

may promote multiplication of primary loops on near-by. rayers by 

partial annihilation of the forest tangles, within a zone above and belo•• 

the original glide layer. 

It is suggested here that dislocation tangles are usually only 

metastable and may become unstable in the presence of primary dislocations. 

The forest will generally contain dislocations of all six Burgers vectors 

that are arranged in an irregular network that has reached a condition 

of metastable equilibrium with respect to conservative motions. 

However, each segment will be split into partials on one or the other 

of its two possible {111} glide planes. Futher rearrangements and 

concomitant decrease in dislocation density would usually take place 

if all segments were free to change glide planes. It is because they 

are split into partials that this is not the case. Most. dislocation 

tangles in a deformed crystal separate neighboring subgrains that are 

only slightly misoriented relative to one another. The total len.:;th 

of dislocatlon line present is usually far greater than that which is 
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necessary to account for the tilt or tx,rist angle between the tHo 

subgrains. Therefore, there are many pairs of opposite sign that 

are prevented from gliding together to annihilate because they ace 

in positions of n1etastable equilibriur:1. 

The passage of a group of primary dislocations into such a 

dislocation tangle should generally cause further. rearrangement 

and promote annihilation. This should be particularly true when the 

tangles have been formed and reached metastable equilibrium under a 

different applied stress as is the case for tests in ~.;hich the active 

8 
slip system or; systems are changed. Hm-.rever, even when a crystal is 

strained from the start in a single slip orientation,·multiplication of 

dislocations on secondary systems and across slip of primary dislocations 
i, 

produces dislocation tangles that generally contain almost equal lengths 

7 c::>f disloc~ tions of ·all Burgers vectors. Therefore, it seems likely 

that gro~.;rth ·of a slip band can in all cases be .aided by the inherent 

instability of the dislocation tangles within which the net Burgers 

vector is often almost zero. 

The interactions that ~.;rould lead to local annihilation ~.,rould 

usually be complex~ but t~.,ro rather idea:).ized examples are given 'for 

screw dislocations (Fig. 22) and edge disloc~t'ions (Fig. 23). 9 
A 

smali section of· a dislocadon tangle is shown in Fig. 22 in ~.,rhich 

1 . - . 
.. four 2[101] sere,.,., dislocations on the (lll) slip plane have interacted 

with t-,;.;ro intersecting dislocations that lie in (lll). The plane of 

the drauing is (101) or any other plane in the [lOl] zorie. The }[lOl] 

dislocations of one sign form attractive junctions with the intersecting 

dislocations while those of the opposite sign are repelled. However, 

'· 
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the latter are attracted by the former and >vill, therefore, be held· 

against the intersecting dislocations. f~~ clement of dislocation 

tangle like that shmm in Fig. 22 >vil.l become unstable if disloc:J.tions 

of the same Burgers vector are introduced that are split on (111) 

instead of on (lll). Therefore, multiplication of dislocations on 

(111) v1ould result in annihilation ·of this. metastable ar::.·c.l--'fP11e:::J.t of scre1-r 

dislocations. 

An edge dislocation in a tangle is 'frequently stabilized b:v being 

close to another edge dislocation of opposite sign that lies on a 

different glide plane. As a simple example suppose that a jogged· screvr 

dislocation has moved ·leaving behind two dipoles; a section through the 

two dipoles in represented by Fig. 23a. The dislocations A and B lie 

on the same. glide plane, they are of opposite sign and \vould glide 

' 
together and annihilate except that they are stabilized by dislocations 

A' and B'. If it is assumed that these two dipoles have the same 

.... h. . .d "fD d' D. ' Durgers vector as t e pr~mary system, an ~ d < b \vnere ~s t11e 

distance between dipoles and d is the spacing between dislocations in 

the dipoles, then A and B can be annihilated by intersection cross 

slip as shown in the sequence of Fig. 23 (b,c). In this way some 

dislo~at:i.ons of the :i.nterseeting forest '.:ill be destroyed. In both 

these examples, the network dislocations that would be annihilated 

have the sa~e Burgers vector as the primary system. Hm-;ever, even 

\·7here the ~ctive slip system has not been changed, many. such dislocaU.ons 
~f\ 

should be expected to be present \vi tr,' tile tangles because each 

attractive· intersection tends to pro~ote cross-slip. Hirsch first 
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pointed out that a dislocation that intersects a pile-u·p on its cross-

10 
slip plane would be pulled into the cross slip plane. Figure 24 

. 11 
shO\,·s ho1-1 this may happen even at isolated attractive intersections. . 

Assume that a moving pislocation ~[llO] on (111) intersects 
, 

a forest dislocation f[Oll] v.rhich lies on (lll). A segr::.ent of the 

1 - - -resultant. 2[101] -;.ril1 be formed along tl~e [110) line of intersection 

of the tr...ro planes. If the moving dislocation in the figure has been 

traveling from front right to back left, then as it starts to bm..r out 

on either side of the junction, the segment at the left adjacent to 

the contracted node will necessarily pass through the pure screw 

orientation. For the opposite direction of motion it would be instead 

the segment at the right adjacent to the extended node. In either case 

for an instant the three dislocations, t[llO], t[Oll], and ~ [lOl] r...rherc 

they meet must all ·lie in their corr.mon (lll) glide plane which is also 

the cross slip plane for the moving dislocation. To establish 

equilibrium of line tensions the node r.iill tend to move into the cross 

slip plane as shor.m in Fig.24b. For undissociated dislocations there 

, -
is nothing to prevent this rearrangement. Hhen the f[llO] dislocation 

is split into partials in (111) and it is the contracted node that 

tends to move'into the cross slip plane, a second constriction must 

be formed and moved away from the node as the latter leaves the line 

of intersec~i.ion. Hm..rever, for a case like the one illtistrated by ,, 

Fig. 2l:. the ~nergy gained from shortening of the total length of 
i 

dislocation line would be greater than that associated \,'ith a 

constriction. \Tnen it is the extended node that; tends to :::ove into 

' 
the C;::'OSS ' " . Sllp plane the constriction that is already present simply 
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has to slide along the line of intersection as the node moves a1vay 

from it. Therefore, thermal activation should frequently not be 

necessary even for split dislocations. 

~fuat happens after the stage s:1o~m at Fig. 24b depends largely on 

what occurs at the other extremities of the dislocation lines (those 

not shown in the figure). For example, if 3 moves fon7ard more 

rapidly than A then S!=gment 00' ~-Jill shrink and 00" >vill be annihilated 

as part of segment OB folds back upon it. The moving dislocation will 

have completed its. cutting of, CD. Eo~vever, if A continues to move 

uhile B remains stuck at another intersection and if- there is a large 

enough component of stress acting in the cross slip plane the node may 

continue to slide up the ·intersecting forest segment as the constriction 

moves _away along [llO]·. 1 - -The 2[101] se 6 ":ent, 00', is elongated as 

an increasing length of the moving dislocation glides into the cross 

slip plane. This segment, 00", of ~[llO] dislocation may then develop 

as a source for slip in the cross slip plane. 

Another. type of intersection that ~vould facilitate "cross slip" 

is the cutting of a segment of dislocation having the same Burgers 

vector as that of the moving dislocation but lying in the cross slip 

plane. This dislocation segment might not have been able to move 

prior to the intersection because its length \Vould be less thnn the 

critical Frank Read length for the local resolved cro-ss slip stress. 

The intersection would produce a geometric situation similar to that 

-pictured in Fig: 2_4 except that ·<:here ~v-ould be no connecting junction 

dislocation. A length of th2 ~oving dislocation would be drGwn into 

the cross slip plane, again c.s a result of line tenBion. As w~s the 
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case for the extended node, in the previous example, no second 

constriction would be needed. 

The annihilation o: segme:i:l. ts of the sar.v2 3urgers vee tor Hi thin 

near by parts of the dislocation tangles would certainly promote 

further rearrangements that would result in shortening the total 

length of dislocations of other Burgers vectors. This, in itself, 

might be enough to explain the grov;th of slip banes. Hm.;rever, it is 

probabJe that a group of prirr.ary dislocations represents a sufficient 

stress concentration so that n:ult:L?l.:Lcation of disJ.ocations of t~1e 

other t\vo coplanar Burgers vectors \·:ill ah.rays be associated with its 

motion. There is strong experimental cividence that otber slip systems 

in the primary plane do act together \-lith the primary system. Slip 

markings are visible on polished surfaces that contain the primary 

:Surgers vector direction.-··· If this is the case then annihilation like 

the example·s of Figs. 22 and 23 \.JOuld occur for three of the six 

Burgers vectors rather than for just one of them. 

The Strain Hardening Rate: Stage I: Usually a sharp distinction has 

been made between progressive spreading of slip along the length of 

a specirr.en (Luders band defonr.ation) and the "easy glide" deformation 

that occurs in stage I when crystals in single sli~ orientation are 

extended in tension. It is the opinion of the present authors that 

no sharp dis.tinction can be made. · Specimens that have been pres trained 

under different deformation cond:Ltions, either by explosive shock loading 

or <111> extension very definitely defo~med in a progressive manner 

' 
during the first stage of the stress strain curve. However, it is not 
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equally cle~r that the first stage for annealed specimens was not 

progressive. Low magnificc.tion observations even suggested that it 

wc.S. T:::.e presence- of a finite ha::::dening rate .has someti~es been used 

as a criterion that a defor~ation is not of the Luders band type. 

Hm-;ever, for Luders band deforr.1ation tl:e hardening rate is sinply 

an indication of the uniformity of the initial 6efect substructure 

and stress distribution. If the specimen is completely howogeneous, 

then the slope of the stress strain c~rve will be zero. If it is not, 

there will be a finite slope. For an annealed crystal, su~grain 

boundaries and· slip that occurs on secondary systems during ?~e-yield 

deformation are almost unavoidable causes of inhomogeniety. The 

finite slope that is always obtained for stage I may simply reflect 

this inhomogeniety. For the prestrained specimens it was clear that 

during th~ first stage the dislocation substructure that was produced 

during the prestrain was gradually being replaced by one that had 

greater stability under the ne\V" deformation ·conditions. HoHever, 

as the amount ·of prestrain is reduced the stress strain curve a-:1.d 
I 

the surface slip markings changed gradually to those typical of an . 

annealed crystal. This suggests·: that even in the annealed crystal the 

grmm-in disl'o·cation substructure, \-lith the changes i:J. it that h~ve 

occured during pre-yield deformation, should be considered as on 

unstable dislocation arrangement tha-t is gradually replaced by a more 

Stable one ;during stage I. According to this picture, ,stage I ends 

~-:hc:;1 t:-~~2! original dislocation arrangement has bee replaced in all 

parts of·the volume. Only for che case where the resolved shear stress 

O:J. th2. next most favored ·Sli;l pJ.ane is initially ap~Heci.::.bly less than 
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that on the pr1mary syste~ docs this replacement require ~ large 

'· strain. h'hen more than one slip plane :1ecomes ac-:=ive sinn:lt.::tneously 

a relatively stable three dimensional cell structure develops rery 

qtiickly. T~c dipoles an~ dislocations left along the active glide 

layers of one system act as barric::::-s to the intersecting systeG a:1d 

visa versa. The dislocation density. increase associated \·lith a given 

increment of strain is thus dramatically increased. Even for the 

single slip orientation,· a second slip plane may become active if 

resolved shear stress on it becomes equal to the yield stress at which 

extensiv"e slip originally began on the primary system. In this case 

stage I is rapidly terminated. 

Stage II: The results of slip line observations on prestrained 

specimens show that there can be no general correlation bebveen strain . 

hardeningrate and slip line parameters. Strain increments which result 

in identical slip markings can come from a region of rapid hardening 

in one specimen and a region of no hardening in the other. This is 

the case·if one compares the "active", or newly .formed slip markings 

in the initial horizontal part of the stress strain curve in a 

lightly prestrained specimen ~.,rith those formed at. the same stress 

level during rapid hardening of an annealed crystal. Furthermore, the 

meaning of measured slip line parameters is questionable . · 

Slip line lengths and spacings tend to be rather subjective measurements 

because they depend so strnn~ly on the degree of prominence which is 

recognized as a slip band f0r t'hc p<!rpose of the measurements. Thore 

is another serious dif£icu1ty in the interpretation of sli.p band lengths. 
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Slip bands are often closely correlated •N"ith each other. This 1-las 

very clearly the case for pr-2strained specimens. As slw;on in Figs. · 

12 and 17, J. slip ban.d nuclea!:c:d ~~ or:e, edge of the S?ccimert th~1~ 

ne1.;r bands fo"!:T:lec along t:.e sli? front in much the s<:1me manner that 

a crack might propagate through a crystal. This process continued 

until the wave. of sl~p had passed entirely across the crystal. 

There may have been almost com,lete relaxatior: by local rea:::-nm.gements 

within the dislocation tangles at the regions where the shear dis-

placement shifted from one set of levels to another. If this is the 

C8se, then the apparent slip band lengths have little significance. 

This relaxation can certainly occur without prominent 'cross-slip 

markings if there is considerable overlapping of the two adjacent 

slip bands. This was often the case; one band gradually becor.:ing 

less prominent while the other gradually took over on the nev-r level. 

All specimens, even the heavily prestrained o:12s, exhibited three 

stages, on the stress strain curve: This was true even Hhen the yield 

\vas at a level that in an annealed crystal, tested at the same 

temeprature and strain rate Hould have been in stage III. This sho'\vS 

that even in a specimen in '"hich slip bands are al·N"ays obviously 

linked together and.-ahJays form a correlated group that starts at one 

corner and grm._rs entirely across the specimen, the stress stra:i.n 

curve for" the single slip orientation stili 'h2.s the same gene~al sha~c. 

The most freQuer.tly accepted explanat::.o::s for the three stages cannot 

explain this behavior . 

general tbeoi'J"" o:f" 
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on the arrangement of dislocations left in the c:r·ystaJ. as seen oy 

transmission electron microscopy; the· sample observed is too sma1J.. Tne 

macroscopic and microscopic:: distribution of shear strain along ti'1e length 

of the specimen are extremely in;portant in deterr.-<ining the shape of the 

stress strain curve. 
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FIGu1\E C.A.PTIOl\TS 

Fig. 1 Geometry of the crystals shovring how specimens of easy-

gl3..cle o:d-entation E ivere cut from large c1-ystals of 

orientation A. 

Fig. 2 Stress-strain curves of as grmvn and. prestrained. crystals. 

Tne stress level indicated. on the diagram refers to GDe 

resolved .shear stress reached during prestraining a.:l..ong 

[111"]. 

Fig. 3 Low· magnificatio:1 (l3X) optical photographs of the gauge 

length of an as-grown copper ·crystal deformed· in stage I 

to a shear strain of (a) 1%, (b) 3%, and (c) 5%. Same 

area is shown in all three photographs. 

Fig. 4 Slip-lin~ structures at the same area of 9-n as-grmm 

crystal deformed in stage I to shear strains of (a) 1%, 

(b) 3ofo, and ( c ) 5%. 

Fig. 5 Dark-field optical micrographs of the same BJ:"ea of tl.Jc 

surface of an as-grown crystal defor.med ~...., stage T to a .... , . .J • 

shear strain of (a) Jd .p) and (b) 5%. 

Fig. 6 Active slip lines on the same area after 2% (a) ::mel lt-j0 (b) 

shear-strain increments in stage II, at a total strain of 

7% (as~grown crystal). 

Fig. 7 Slip-line structure on the same area of an as-grovm 

crystal deformed in stage II. 

Fig. 8 Active slip lines fol~li:ed by a 2% shear-strain increment 

in stage II: :.lt a totaJ. strain of 7% (a), 15% .("b) and 

23% (c) (as-grown crystal). 
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Fig. 9 Luders ba.-·1cl propag[:1.-'cion in the region of small han:k:1ing 

rate of e. c:cystal prestrained by shock loadine. Saxne 

area of th0 crystal sm:face is sbm·m at (a) 0.5%, (b) 

left el1d of tb.c 

micrographs con:e :>pone!.::; to edge of t.l:.c 

Fig. 10 Fine struct1.1..re of the slip banc1.s 1 ... 0rr:1ed il-:L t11e :r·egion of 

small }lard..eni7lg rat;e o:f' a crystaJ. prest~c;;;.ir.eci .. O~l sl1oc}~ 

loading. Same area of the crystal surface is sho;.;:J. at 

(b) 6.2%, and (c) 12% shear st:cain.s. 

Fig. ll Fine structure of the surface of a crystal prestrained by 

shock loading at the end of the region of small harclc~1ing 

rate (12% shear strain). 

Fig. l2 Slip b~~ds formed in the region of linear hardening of a 

crystal prestrained by shock loading. Sarr..c area is sho~vn 

after (a) 290, (b) 20% and (c) 30% shear-strain increments. 

Fig. 13 Fine structure of the slip b~~ds fonned in the region of 

linear hardening of a crystal pi:estrainecl by shoe}\: l.oadinc. 

Same area of the crystal surface is sho'Wn after (a) 2~~~, 

(b) 10%, (c)20'/o, and (d) 30% shear-strain increments. 

Fig. 14 Active slip lines formed by a 2% shear-strain increnent in 

the region of linear hardening at a total shear strain of 

(a) 16%, (b) 26%, and (c) 36%, (shock loaded crystal) 

loading. 

Fig. 15 Luders band propagation in the region of small hardening 

(c) 6.011, and. (d) 9-57~ shear strains. 
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l"ig. 17 

Fig. 18 

Fig. 19 

Fig. 20 

Fig. 21 
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Fig. 23 
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Fine structure of tb.c sJ.ip bands du:ring tl1c Luclel~s b::tl1(l 

propagation. 

}i'oxmation o:t' slip barld.s :,:tt the. beg:Ln.nJ.r1£·3 of the l"'C(;ion of 

" • 1 ·• • " .._ l .._ · ' · 2 ··I · ~; 2 
.LJ.near J.1a.ro.en:i.ng or a crys .... a.~ pres vralneo. -co . :; .. e J~u :r:m • 

(a) and. (o) sho~r the sai"ne area of the su1·face <·:i~h a shear 

strain increment of 0. F/v .betl•reen them. 

Active slip lines formed by a 2% shear-strain increment 

in the region of linear hardening, at a total shear 

strain of (a) 23% 1 (b) 337~, and (c) l~y/o. The crystal 

2 
was prestrained to 2. 54 kG/rrm • 

A plot of the reciprocal length of active sHp lines 

formeci. by a 2% st1·ain increment in stage II against the 

total shear ·strain a.t which they for:ned. 

Increase in the distance bet;·reen pinning points by glide 

of forest dislocations. 

Formation of a source by cooperative: glide of forest 

dislocations. 

A metastable arrangement of screw dislocations. 

· Annihilation of metastable edge dislocations. 

Cross slip at an attractive dislocation intersection. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 

of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




